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front. All these units are under higher officers, leading
Dedjazmatches, Fitoraris, Ras or heads, and finally the
Emperor himself.
Battles on this model ranged from bloody affairs like
Adowa and the battles against the Egyptians and the
Sudanese to a mere mass discharge of firearms without
serious injury, exemplified by the wars which, under
Menelik, re-established the Ethiopian Empire of mystic
tradition in Harrar, in the south and in the south-west.
In the little red books, Infantry Training, Vols. I and II,
that one used to read for examinations in the Officers'
Training Corps at school, the British War Office laid great
emphasis upon the virtues of the bayonet. In heavy type
it was written: " often the mere threat of the
bayonet, in the hands of troops known to be well
skilled in its use, has proved the breaking-point in
the enemy's morale."
The Ethiopian had similar views, but no bayonet. His
main objective, if he could not frighten the enemy off by
noise, was to close with him and use the Ethiopian long-
sword, of which he was a master. Poverty gave him more
excuse than the British soldier, for his rifle was seldom a
weapon of precision. Regarded as an honourable orna-
ment, it was often discarded in the stern realities of battle,
which called the heavy blade from the Ethiopian's right
hip, under the thick white tie of his folded shamma.
Observers of the wars of Menelik noted that, in spite of
their tendency to mass, the Ethiopians showed great
sensitiveness in their use of cover and exploitation of
natural features. They were also—the older soldiers—
careful of their ammunition until the great clash came. In
battle, however, they showed an almost insane elan, hurling
themselves into the assault, completely careless of death.
In fighting for the first time against the highly developed
mechanised array of the West they had to change their
tactics. The Emperor's whole war energy was devoted to
this task. He had the Ethiopian tradition to fight against,
and in the end it combined with other factors to defeat him.
But at the beginning of the Italo-Ethiopian war he had
this tradition completely under control: the first Ethiopian

